Bottineau, N. Dak.

A BACKWOODS STORY.

The first day was a new one, a morning

of promise, dawned. But the clouds, no, with

their drooping boughs. The morning sun,

and a whole woodside to work with. And

he saw the familiar dimples of the sun

in the heavens. He stood before the

heavenly spheres, which glittered on the

frail earth. With the first gleam of the

sunlight his face was lit up with the

radiant beauty of the morning, and

he smiled upon the labors of the woodland

farmers, winnowed by the wind and

submitted to the storms. For a journey

to the grist-mill, leaving the

family enjoying such sweet

flower-garden in front of the house,

and son went vigorously to work, and

one-third of the area was encumbered

ones gave promise that not for long

the world. After being only 15 months

Meadows borrowed ten bags from Mr.

pumpkins, turnips, onions and such

were

tracks became more frequent, and he

them before they camped down for the

The old-fashioned, small-bore rifles

with their grist and a generous

The hardy pioneer made the long

daylight, at a moment when he would

come, he shut cattle, sheep and pigs

the outbuildings with a supply of food

the hungry creatures might attack in

the oxen around, passed the chain be-

the front, and, not daring to at-

the team, and, not daring to at-

the company. He knew the cowardly

the youth fell; therefore, after

the first question asked by his

the slender rope

the

old

easy prey

and at present bounded on its west-

and fear that is one of the most

parents, are greatly to be pitied, and

children in the neighborhood that noise

a difficult one. No one ever came to

the cause of this illumination? asked

the grapes are abundant and within the

the grape fruit or shaddock, so-called
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